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ReadSoft captures CeBIT and AIIM
In March and April, ReadSoft will be showing off the latest innovations within automatic document
capture at two important IT-exhibitions. First in line is the largest technology show in the world,
CeBIT in Hanover. A couple of weeks later, ReadSoft goes to the American document management
exhibition AIIM, this year arranged in New York City.

ReadSoft’s busy spring starts at the IT and telecommunications event, CeBIT. This will be the eighth CeBIT show
for ReadSoft. Customers, potential customers and partners from all corners of the world will come to experience
ReadSoft’s technology which offers automatic document capture and information handling from a broad scope of
media such as the web, email, fax and paper based documents. ReadSoft’s successful strategy to penetrate the SAP-
sphere with invoice handling technology is one of many fine stories presented at CeBIT this year.

In early April, the focus is on New York City, where the world-leading document show AIIM takes place. For the
last five years ReadSoft has been awarded “Best of AIIM” for innovative, cutting-edge solutions for automatic
document capture. At AIIM 2002 ReadSoft was praised for the INVOICES product’s forward-thinking, SAP
integration, and eMail functionality.

At both shows, ReadSoft will demonstrate the e-capture concept and all of its customer benefits. This year ReadSoft
continues to focus on the latest innovations within the INVOICES and free form technology, SAP integrations, new
electronic invoice interchange technology and the ground-breaking new collaboration with Anoto, creator of the
digital paper and digital pen technology.

CeBIT, takes place in the German city of Hanover, 12-19 March. CeBIT attracts some 900,000 visitors and is considered to be
the number one convention within IT and Telecom. Welcome to ReadSoft in Halle 1, booth 8c2.

AIIM, this year held in New York City, 7-9 April is recognized as the most important event in Document Handling and Imaging.
Visit ReadSoft at Jacob K. Javits Convention Center, booth 2745.
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ReadSoft business is based on the concept of e-capture, comprising capture, interpretation, verification, validation, and transfer
of all types of information from e-mail, web, fax, and paper, with a minimum of operator intervention. Established in 1991,
ReadSoft, first with free form technology for invoices and color document processing, has become the global technology leader,
with subsidiaries in 12 countries and partners in an additional 70. We are proud to have the largest and most innovative
development department in the industry, with professional services to match. For more information visit www.readsoft.com


